
*Marzano’s Categories of Instructional Strategies (See Resources, below)  
**Differentiated Instruction Structure

Grade 7 Guidance and career education:  
Pathways—career awareness 
Three 50-minute lessons

1. Occupations Sort (Identifying Similarities and Differences)*
2.  Career Sector Learning Centres**, Frayer Model  

(Non-linguistic Representations)*
3. Gallery Walk Presentations 
4.  Self-Reflection (Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback,  

Non-linguistic Representations)*

Differentiated Instruction  
Teaching/Learning Examples

curriculum connections 

Choices Into Action area of learning: career development 
• Exploring and obtaining information about education, training and careers as they relate to work, society and the economy

Choices Into Action area of learning: Knowledge and skills (Grades 7 and 8): 
• Investigating and comparing a variety of jobs, occupations and career opportunities
• Describing sectors of the economy in the local, provincial and global economies 
• Applying knowledge of personal interests, strengths, abilities, and accomplishments to planning and decision making

learning Goals:
• Explain how occupations can be classified by career sector or by required training and education  
• Identify career sectors and occupations of personal interest, based on self-assessments
• Understand that employment opportunities are affected by geographic considerations

Prior learninG 

Prior to this lesson, students will have:
• Some career exploration experience using Career Cruising
• Experience with Mind Mapping and working in cooperative groups
•  Some experiences related to the Grade 7 Geography—Natural Resources curriculum expectation: Students are able to identify patterns in the distribution and 

use of natural resources throughout Ontario and can describe the economic importance of natural resources

assessment and eValuation

assessment/success criteria 

Knowledge and Understanding 
• Explains how careers are organized
• Explains how geography affects work opportunities
• Describes characteristics of a career sector of interest

Thinking 
• Classifies occupations in various ways  

Communication
• Presents ideas clearly

Application 
• Selects career interest and supports the selection with self-knowledge 

assessment tools:

• Checklist 
• Anecdotal Comments

materials and resources 

materials:
Sticky notes if using a wall chart for the Career Matrix
Large map of Ontario

Appendix A (pp. 1 & 2): Occupations Sort—cut out, place in envelopes—one set per group of three or four students
Appendix B: Blank Occupations Sort Chart—one per group plus one per student
Appendix C: Answers for Occupations Sort by Career Sector—one per group
Appendix D: Career Matrix—create on wall or SMART Board® 
Appendix E: Career Sector Group—Checklist—one per group
Appendix F: Career Sector Summary—Frayer Model; see Think Literacy in Internet Resources, below—enlarged to chart paper size—one per group 

internet resources:
Career Cruising: www.careercruising.com
Ministry of Education (2004). Think Literacy, Subject-Specific Documents, Mathematics, Grades 7–9 (Frayer Model, p. 38). See Think Literacy Library at  
 www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/studentsuccess/thinkliteracy/library.html
Sector Councils: www.councils.org/tasc/nav.cfm?s=memblist&p=memballs&l=e (for career sector information)

resources: 
Baran & Baran (2000). Smart Options. Memramcook, New Brunswick: National Life/Work Centre (www.lifework.ca).
Marzano, Robert J., Pickering, Debra, & Pollock, Jane E. (2001). Classroom Instruction that Works: Research-Based Strategies for Increasing Student Achievement.  
 Alexandria, VA: ASCD.
Ministry of Education (1999). Choices Into Action, Guidance and Career Education Program Policy for  
 Ontario Elementary and Secondary Schools. 

differentiated instruction details  

Knowledge of students
Differentiation based on student:

 Readiness    Interests  Preferences: 
              Styles   Intelligences   Other (e.g., environment, gender, culture)
need to Know
• Students’ career interests in order to structure interest groups

how to find out
• Students complete interest assessments such as Matchmaker from Career Cruising to determine career interests

differentiated instruction response
 Learning materials (content)               Ways of learning (process)                Ways of demonstrating learning (product)               Learning environment 
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Grade 7 Guidance and career education:  
Pathways—career awareness

Teaching/Learning Sequence: Grade 7 Guidance and Career Education: Pathways—Career Awareness
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Differentiated Instruction Teaching and Learning Examples 2009
Ontario Ministry of Education—Student Success/Learning to 18 Implementation, Training and Evaluation Branch

consolidation and connection  
• Helping students demonstrate what they have learned 
• Providing opportunities for consolidation and reflection

whole class    discussion   
Lead a whole class discussion of the occupations posted on the map and ask students to explain why they chose to post 
particular occupations in a particular region of the province.  

heterogeneous career sector Groups/individuals    Gallery walk—Presentation
Students:
• Form heterogeneous groups composed of representatives from each Career Sector Learning Centre 
• Participate in a Gallery Walk during which a representative explains the Frayer Model for his/her career sector
Circulate to observe presentations at each career sector. Facilitate a short, whole class discussion after the Gallery Walk  
to clarify and provide feedback as needed.

individuals    reflection
Students:
•  Individually revisit their personal list of occupations, adding and/or deleting new occupations based on new 

learning  
•  Choose one occupation and write a journal entry, create a Mind Map or create an image with text that explains  

the occupation, its required education and training, how they are suited to the occupation, possible disadvantages, 
locations, etc.

Provide prompts such as those listed below for students who require additional support (e.g., English language learners): 
• I am interested in…because…    
• This occupation is in the…career sector 
• This occupation requires…education and training… 
• I am suited to this occupation because… 
• This occupation is a realistic possibility for me because…
• One disadvantage of this occupation might be…
• In order to pursue this occupation I might have to move to…  

next steps:
• Have students individually research a career of interest to them, including the geographical considerations for this career
• Explore secondary and post-secondary pathways and career sectors in more detail (e.g., field trips or speakers)  

AfL: Discussion/ Anecdotal 
Comments

L: Oral presentation 

AfL: Gallery Walk Presentation/
Anecdotal Comments/Checklist

AfL: Reflection/  
Anecdotal Comments
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action  
• Introducing new learning or extending/reinforcing prior learning 
• Providing opportunities for practice and application of learning (guided  independent)

small Groups    career sector learning centres
Students select one of six Career Sector Learning Centres: (1) Arts, Culture, Communication, and Recreation;  
(2) Business, Hospitality, Sales, and Service; (3) Agriculture, Health Care and Sciences; (4) Information Technology;  
(5) Social Sciences, Government and Human Services; and (6) Trades, Transport and Industrial Technologies.
note: Create two or more Learning Centres for career sectors of high interest.

Explain the task and review assessment criteria using the Career Sector Group—Checklist (Appendix E), adding and refining 
based on input from students. Provide each group with a copy of the Checklist. 

At each centre, students:
•  Discuss the characteristics of their particular career sector using resources such as Career Cruising, school board Pathway 

Planners, and Multiple Intelligences resources such as Smart Options or Smart Options Plus; see Materials and Resources  
section on the reverse of this folder

• Complete the Career Sector Summary—Frayer Model (Appendix F) including:
 • The type of person suited to this career sector 
 • Pictures and/or symbols associated with the career sector 
 • Geographical considerations—potential Ontario locations in need of occupations in this career sector
 • Marketing slogan(s) to attract people to the career sector, e.g., agriculture— Farmers Feed Cities
•  Ensure that each group member can present the Career Sector Summary—Frayer Model (Appendix F) to other groups  

in the Gallery Walk Presentation below

Each group:
• Posts one or two occupations from its career sector on a map of Ontario 
•  Adds at least two more occupations for each destination, according to education and training required (e.g., college, 

apprenticeship), referring to a resource such as Career Cruising or a school board Pathway Planner for information
• Self-assesses using the Career Sector Group—Checklist (Appendix E) AfL (Self): Learning Centres/

Checklist

minds on
• Establishing a positive learning environment
• Connecting to prior learning and/or experiences
• Setting the context for learning

whole class/Pairs    discussion (classifying occupations)
Have students estimate how many occupations are listed in Career Cruising (approximately 530). Have pairs of students 
brainstorm ways that occupations might be classified (e.g., by the amount of education required, by projected income, 
by demand) and share with the class. Explain that Career Cruising uses 13 clusters for the type of career and three for the 
training/education required.

small Groups    occupations sort by career sector
Students, in groups of three or four, complete the Occupations Sort activity (Appendices A–C). 
Cut out the occupations on Occupations Sort (Appendix A) and place them in an envelope—one per small group. Students, 
as a group, place the occupations from the envelope onto the Blank Occupations Sort Chart (Appendix B) and then compare 
their responses against Answers for Occupations Sort by Career Sector (Appendix C). 
Circulate, monitoring group discussions and checking for understanding and accuracy in the sorting activity. Debrief the 
Occupations Sort with the class; provide feedback as required.  

individuals    Personal occupations Preferences 
Students complete a personal copy of the Blank Occupations Sort Chart (Appendix B), listing only occupations that are of 
interest to them.

whole class    occupations sort by education and training requirements
Explain that another way of classifying occupations is by the training and/or education required to enter the occupation  
(i.e., apprenticeship, college, university, work and training).
On a large wall chart Career Matrix (Appendix D) or on a SMART Board®, complete a sort of occupations by destination: 
apprenticeship, college, university, and workplace and training. Use occupations suggested by students from their personal 
list and/or small group sort. 
note: A list of occupations with a brief definition and the education/training required can be found at  
www.careercruising.com when searching careers by cluster.    

connections  
L: Literacy 
ML: Mathematical Literacy   
AfL, AoL: Assessment for/of Learning

L: Classifying

AfL: Occupations Sort/  
Anecdotal Comments


